
Outsourcing Urology Medical billing can add value to your practice 

The procedure for outsourcing your billing department can indeed add value to the overall 
urology medical billing practice, and enhance revenue cycle management. The process is more 
straightforward and precise, and can lower the cost of operation while incrementing the 
bottom-line. 

 Why Outsourcing? 

Outsourcing medical billing agencies not just process the bills, but different reports are 
examined and electronically sent to the doctor’s office and the healthcare insurance provider’s 
for further updates. The urology medical billing and coding administration undertakes data 
entry and deals with claims submission for the benefit of the insurance supplier. Most billing 
companies charge a certain percentage on the overall gathered amount. On an average most of 
the third-party billing companies charge around 7% for preparing claims through a charging 
administration. 

To come to the point, a urology medical billing and coding agency deals with a significant part 
of the ‘filthy work’ connected with the charging procedure. It will likewise catch up on rejected 
claims, pursues after delinquent records, and even send solicitations directly to patients. It is 
because of this convenient factor that many hospitals and as well as insurance providers favor 
outsourcing. 

If a practice is utilizing EHR programming, then the procedure is significantly less demanding. 
Data from a patient's super bill is stored in the EHR and electronically transmitted to the billing 
section. This eliminates the need to send paper records to the billing department. And due to 
the fact that the EHR software eliminates extra data entry, precision is achieved in every step. 

Benefits that an Urologist gets from outsourced billing agencies 

Other than expenses, there are different variables that would help a practitioner to consider 
outsourcing their billing. 

1.       If the billing procedure is inefficient:  If you've been observing your collections drop, while 
the time for collections is also increasing, it’s certain that your in-house billing department is 
being inefficient in their work. Outsourcing to an offshore billing agency commonly 
diminishes the quantity of rejected claims and also decreases the AR days. 

  

2.       You staff is being paid more than what they deserve: Turnover today is a major issue when it 
comes to Urology practice, and all the parties involved, namely the patient, doctor and 
insurance provider feel the brunt. Claims processing is the monetary life blood of a practice and 
another expansion or substitution in the billing department will definitely prompt log jam in the 
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handling of patients as well as claims. A third-party approach for that matter can streamline 
your income cycle, plus the overpaid staff can also be lessened.   

  

3.       You're not technically knowledgeable: Keeping your charging in-house will require an 
investment in practice management. This process can culminate into a huge cost, considering 
training and software expenses. An offshore billing company does not require to train or invest 
in new practice management software’s, as they are already knowledgeable on all fronts of 
medical billing and coding expertise. 

  

4.       You have diverse needs: Numerous specialists are not solid on the business side of running a 
practice. They got to be specialists to help patients – not stress over the 
regulatory/administrative side of the business. Outsourcing the billing procedure lessens the 
tedious workload from the doctor so he/she can concentrate on more important part of their 
job, which is patient care and consideration. 

  

 It's vital to note that an outsourced medical billing company is not a silver shot for in-house 
charging issues. But what the offshore billing agencies provides you is effectiveness and 
precision in coding and also preparing claims. Aligning to a third-party billing agency will lower 
the errors, decrease the AR days, quicken reimbursements and collection, and in the end add 
value to you and your practice.  
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